INTRODUCTION:
Please, let me introduce my company:
Our company was built in year 2007 for general execution of light construction buildings, steel structure design, steel
structure production, installation, cladding works, roofing, and roof insulation.
In the year 2010 due to the narrowing of the market opportunities our company decided to expand its scope of
activities with executions like general execution, building technologies, electrical installation equipment installation,
positioning, assistance during commissioning and maintenance.
Further we seek to make full range of services with own design and manufacturing activities and that’s why we signed
a co-operation agreement with two companies. One of them is a civil design office in Budapest and the other is a
steel structure manufacturing factory appr. 30 km from our office. We executed more projects successfully together
of lager size.

CONTRACTING, PROJECT
MANAGEMENT, ERECTION:
Our office is located in South Hungary in city Szeged.
We have 6 employed office workers (3 project management
and 3 administrative) and 12 fitter. As far as the works require
we are able to expand our staff up to 20-30 person with our
fixed subcontractor connections.
We executed project not only on the Hungarian market, we
have made experiences in Bulgaria, Romania, Czech Republic, Poland, Germany and Austria as well.

DESIGN:
We were expanded with a design office since 2011.
Design of supporting structures: civil calculations for supports, steel structure detail design, steel structure manufacturing drawings according to the requirements of Client, designing works for reinforcement and shuttering, other support design (wood, aluminium).
Standard: EC, AISC (OSHA, PIP)
Software background: Tekla, Steelcon, Limcon, Revit, AutoCad, Scia, Staad, Axis, WinWatt
General design: our company has experience in architectural and civil design independent from the location of the
works. We are able to execute any studies, sketches, and permission drawings, tender documentation and execution
drawings, design project managing.
Capacities: original steel structures (halls) execution and detail drawings 100 tons/month, original concrete support
structures (halls) execution and detail drawings 5000 m2/month.

Documentation for customer: permission drawings, execution temporary drawings (on need), execution drawings,
reinforcement drawings, shuttering drawings, steel structure execution drawings (dwg, pdf format), element drawings,
lists (xls, txt, pdf format), in case of pre produced concrete halls the reinforcement plans and shuttering workplans
(dwg, pdf form).

MANUFACTURING:
Our company has a manufacturing possibility since 2010.
The capacity of the workshop are 1500 tons. We have
currently 21 workers. The size of the production hall is
750 m2 and size of the store is 115 m2. We have all the
required equipments and welders to produce steel structures. The above capacities are flexible and can be easily
expanded.

Thank you for your attention! I am waiting for your response!

Zsolt Bálint
CEO
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